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The ideal quick-access pad for flies of any size, from tiny midges 
to extra large streamers. Store, protect, and organize your flies on 
any hard surface with a durable, recycled polycarbonate component 
base and the supplied 3M™ Adhesive Strip. The included, adhesive-
backed Velcro® strip can also be attached (adhesive to adhesive).

Tacky’s patented silicone slits offer unparalleled hook-holding 
strength, providing secure storage and easy access. The Fly Dock 
seamlessly integrates into:

• Boats & Kayaks

• Raft Frames

• Dashboards

• Coolers

• Drop-Down Fly Benches

• Tackle Bags

• Other Hard Surfaces

TFD
3.25”x.875”x.375”
Imported

MSRP $7.95

FLY DOCK





Organize your flies by hatch, river, or season in one small package 
with the Tacky Day Pack. With room for 180 flies, our bi-directional 
slit design proves that sometimes big things do come in small 
packages. Headed out for a two hour twilight session after work? 
Grab the Day Pack and go.

• Holds up to 180 flies

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• High visibility lid

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TDPFB
5” x 3.125” x .75”
Imported

MSRP $19.95

DAY PACK





The Day Pack 2X is truly the minimalists dream setup. Gone are the 
days when you were forced to decide between bringing enough flies 
to cover the hatch or traveling light. With Tacky’s original, patented 
silicone anchoring technology and bi-directional slits lining both 
sides of the box, up to 360 flies fit right in the pocket of your wet 
wading shorts. Isn’t compromise overrated? We think so.

• Holds up to 360 flies

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TDPFB-2X
5” x 3.125” x .75”
Imported

MSRP $24.95

DAY PACK 2X



Our Original Box brings unmatched organization, visibility and 
reliability to your fly storage. The signature silicone anchoring 
pad holds flies tighter, doesn’t absorb water, withstands extreme 
temperature swings, and won’t get torn up by sharp hook points. 
New for 2020, the same, durable, shatter-resistant constructions 
gets an upgrade with recycled polycarbonate in our continued effort 
to reduce our footprint.

• Holds up to 168 flies

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• High visibility lid

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TOFB
7” x 3.75” x .75”
Imported

MSRP $24.95

ORIGINAL





Enter the 2X, sporting all the game-changing features of the 
Original Box with double the space. Whether you are looking to 
guide out of a single storage system, or simply don’t want to be 
caught without a full complement of wet flies, the Original 2X offers 
a tremendous carry capacity in a slim profile. The highly durable, 
recycled polycarbonate box will not warp under pressure or extreme 
temperatures and stays tightly closed in your vest or pack with our 
signature latchless magnetic closure.

• Two pages hold up to 336 flies

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TOFB-2X
7”x 3.75” x .75”
Imported

MSRP $29.95

ORIGINAL 2X





Our award winning Dry Fly Box is designed with hackle and tails in 
mind. Most boxes smash delicate dry hackle when anchoring a fly, 
but with our 3D mat design that’s no longer an issue. Everything 
from small midge dries, up to large hopper patterns are kept secure 
with a latchless magnetic closure, and organized under a high 
visibility lid for easy identification and access.

• Holds up to 199 flies

• 3D silicone mat protects hackle and downward facing tails from damage

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• High visibility lid

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TDFB
7” x  3.75” x 1”
Imported

MSRP $29.95

DRY FLY





Searching for one box to cover every situation you might come 
across during a long day on the river? Look no further than the Catch-
All. With a massive 398 fly capacity, you’ll have plenty of room for a 
wide range of flies. Load one side with nymphs and the other with 
dry flies for an all-day-box that will keep you ready for variable hatch 
conditions. As with the Dry Fly Box, the Catch all features elevated 
silicone to keep dry hackle and tails intact. 

• Holds up to 398 flies

• 3D silicone mat protects hackle and downward facing tails from damage

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TCAFB-2X
7” x 3.75” x 1”
Imported

MSRP $34.95

CATCH ALL



From the crab patterns on bonefish and permit flats to oversized 
cicada dries and big deer hair streamers for fall browns, the Big Bug 
Box is as versatile as it gets. Specifically designed for large flies, our 
step down insertion guides allow you to feel where the slit is and 
push the hook down rather than backing it in. With a capacity of 144 
flies, you can easily pare down your collection of streamer boxes. So, 
the next time out, you won’t find yourself empty-handed when meat 
is on the menu.

• Holds 144 flies and hook sizes up to 2/0

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• Strong, latchless magnetic closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TBBFB-2X
7” x 3.75” x 1.25”
Imported

MSRP $34.95

BIG BUG





We don’t call this box the most innovative fly box ever built for no 
reason. From its waterproof and breathable nature, to the silicone 
mat and anchoring system, this box not only looks amazing, but it is 
packed full of functional innovation. Previously, waterproof fly boxes 
only kept water out. We’re all guilty of putting wet flies back into 
our boxes, but the breathability of eVent Fabric allows moisture to 
dissipate and escape. The inner gasket forms a precise seal, keeping 
water out, and delivering the first latchless closure system on the 
market.

• Holds up to 100 flies

• Event® fabric venting system is waterproof and breathable to keep flies dry

• Original patented silicone anchoring technology

• Withstands extreme temperature range

• Latchless waterproof closure 

• Durable and tested for long-lasting strength

• Recycled polycarbonate box

• Patented design

TFFB 
7.25” x 4” x  1”
Imported

MSRP $34.95

FLYDROPHOBIC
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